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'PLasbarhetsiHdex" ("Lii"), is a readability formula
developed in Sweden that holds promise for assessing text difficulty
in Pother languages, including English. So far three separate studies
have been cobducted to test Liz with French and English texts, with
German and English texts; and with 'Greek and English texts. In all
three" cases High correlations were found between theLix scores

. across languages. The steps for computing Li; scores are as-follows;
(1) count the total numbeX of words, the number of long words (mote
than six letters), and the number of sentences in the test; (2)

compute the percentage of long words. in the text; (3) compute the
average words per sentence; apd (4) add the two values for 2 and 3
and round to the'neirest whole number. Scored usually range !ion 20
( "very easy") to 'b0 ("very difficult"). Although the research base
to Lix is preliminary and certain language variations laecedpsi
sstablishing norms for Lix scores across lapluages, the Lie p6raula
appears to be easy to compute (assuring 2htercodez reliabilA.ty) andl
useful for examining texts A.a variety of levels, from young
children's materials through secondary level and adult texts. (RL)
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There's an obvious difference in reading difficulty between
'

Where the amounticf the annuity derived by the taxpayer atiting a ,

year of income is pore than, or less t1an, the amount payable for,
a whole year, the amount to.be exclude from the amount so deriveq
is the amount which bears to the,amount which, but for this sub-

*

. section, would be the amount.to be'so,excluded the same proportion

, . as the.amount so derived bears to the amount payable for the whole -,

. - ye3r. ,
% .: ...

o
1 .

..
and ,

. .

(

I went to bleep with gum in my mouth and now there's. gum in my hair
and when I got out of bed this morning I tripped on 4e skateboard
and by mistake I dropped my sweater in the sink whiletthe water was . 1

running and I could tell it was going to be a terrible, horrible,
no

.

good, very bad day. I think I'll move to Austral.ia. N '.'..
... . . . i

e. ...r

vi, . No reading,teacher needs the findings of readability research to detect

that the first sentence is a prime example of gobbledygook - a delightful

onomatopoeic term coined by Maverick, a U.S. government official, to

describe verbose,-pompous, 'often unintellisible, double-t4.k. Iftlsays that

the language,of Washington reminded him of theold,'bearded turkey-gobbler
.

' -

from hiS home in Texas, who was always gobbledygobblingand strutting with

ridiculous promfosIty. At the the end of his gobble there was.a sort of

10°749 ''..,It may come as no surprise that the first text is quoted from the

Australidn fncOme Tax Act. But what-are the characteristics of the second

-.-
% '

..

, text (from ",A4.exander and- the Terrabre, Horrible, No Good,. Very '$a$ Day!"
,

...

.

%I .

. .by Judith Viorst) which make it priesumeably more comprehensible than thee
. .

'

first? This,articl, looks at techniques which the .classroom,teacher may

use, not todispehse with professional judgment, but to supplement it. In
. .

x

particular, a little-khewn technique is highlighted which may prove especially
I

useful in the multicultural, classroom environment with English and with
:0

other languages.

4 . r.
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Sete.
An 11Leractionist view2oint

.

Reading from the topdown, the theme of the Darwin conference, refers
. . e

I .
.

_of course not only to the Nth Territory's geographical location. The
. . Tr

. .
. .

, phrase has been usedoto encompass those theories oP models which are to

.

Jibe distinguished from others with a bottom up orientation.'.A similar

. ,

distinction has made,between inside-out add outside in theories

(caimpoutne 197g)4 Top down, like insides.out accounts of the reading mcese,

emphaSise that 'meaning, isirought to texts primarily from inside the head

,
14the-top), ,rather than the other way round.

Reforevanalysingefeattires of text, it is important to consider the

place of text, not only within the, reading piocess as suggested by phrased
A

like top down, but within the total writing-reading piocess. The view

4 favoured here is an interactionist one: both'writer and reader interact

-

with text, and writing and reading always occur within a given context,
.

- each interacting with the other. Diagrammatically the position may be

-14 -

portrayed as in Figure, 1.

Diagramiatic representation of theilriting:reading progoss

4
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,It is not the place here to explore. the various/interactions in Figure 1'
.

.
further. Although the focus below is on spec icPaspects ?f text, there

would be no text without a iter,and, similajrly, re ading (of print) requires

both reader mut text. It is for reasons of convenience and m'anagability
,v only that text feature& a scussed and analysed as though their effects

. .r

10.

were independent.
4' /

.4

Readability of'non-eglish texts .

p

There have beep three major summaries of readability research in the,

past twenty years. In Klare's (1963) review appeared the comment that

"very little readability research and formula development have taken

place in other countries" (p.98). This comment apparently applied,not '

.
.

' only to countries where English was not the mother tongue' but to all

. , .....)
.

, .

countries other than the.Unied States. Consequently, Klare continued,
.

..
-

, . .

"this has made it rather natural for Aterican research-workers to apply

. a

I

American formulas to foreign language material" (p.98). The exceptions

noted were the work of Tharp with French materials, Spaulding's development

of two formulae for'Spanish, and Shibes application of cloze procedure to

/Japanese.
\

..
1.'. .

.

During the next decade the United Kingdom Reading Association moP?ograph

(Gilliland'1972), entitled Readability, was published. Although this latter
, 't

book described readability research in Britain (notably that of MugfordJ;

.0°'Klare's comments about .the lack of formula development in other (non-English)

languages.still applied for Gilliland did not address the problem of readability

languages Other than English.

1

The most recent work oft readability, also from the United Kingdom, is

Berrison'a (1980$ Readability in the Classroom. Agai5ksurpri4ngly, no

I

,
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reference is made to the problem of gauging the readability of non-English
.

'materials.:. --.1., , , 6

'...,

f u" ) ,
.

If education for a multicultural society is one of the key issues
. .

.

for, reading teachers in tile coming decade (see Anderson 1981), the general

lack of awafen ss of foreign language readability assessment, as evident'
ti

in the research summaries cited, seems a major shortComing. And yet there

is a readability formula, developed in Sweden, which holds promise fork
/

assessing text difficulty in other languages; including English. Below its
. .

1

use with French, Germin, Greek and English texts is reported.

4

The Swedish formula r
1

;

A few years before the appearanc= of Gilliland's book, Readability,
, -

Bjeirnsson (1968) published a book en itled Lasbarhet. By coincidence he

selected the same one-word title as did Gilliland, for lasbarhet Is Swedish

for readability. BOrnsson's boo appears to be little known'outside -

4,

Sweden
4
(no doubt because telativ ly few people know Swedish), ypt it deserves

4 .
. :

to be brought to the attention of classroom teachers more wl,dely.
. V . .

1

BOrnsson (1968) detai h the development of a new readability formula "-

.. 4 I

from the selection of 12 f atures 1 text known to contribute to reading

difficulty, ,through to t measurement of each of these across 18 books in .

each of the 9 levels of,the Swedish comprehensive school (i.e., 162 books

in all), finally to use of the traditional regression approach to

determine which of the measured tlxifeatures best estimated,teachers' (and,

ratherantere;tingl , pupil s') fudged boo difpculty.

. 4
.1/ t ,

Each of the 2 readabi. ti factors Was tested against such requirements

..

as validity, fel Ability, o edtivity, and ease of computation. After much
. ,

.

trialling and chilling of fac ors, BjOrneson, like other researchers before

.

him, fOund th 4 two;factdrs - a word factor a nd a sentence factor - could
,' -.._

4
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. /
be used to predict readability quite accurately.' He called his readability

!
i

index Asbarhetsindex .which, in accordance with Zipfss 'Mg, in tiets

in Lix is the famaiar word length variable but it is

from mostsother ;readability formulae. Rather thatt

shortened to Lix.

The word factor

measured differently

A

count of syllables, polysllabic wor4s, or unfamiliar words as judged by

a word list, word length for Lix is guaged by the perc ntage of long words
-Ij

(i.e., words of more than six letters). This method of gauging word length

4
was considered to make Lix more,Objective and quicker to compute than other

.
formulae. The sentence factor adopted (sentence length) is the average

.4
a

%
0

w
number ofwords per gentenCe, as in the Flesch, Spache, Fry and many other

jmeasures of readability. Finally, word and sentence factors are weighted
041

equal y, and this, too, contributes to ease of calculation. Lix is then

Pld

li

defi 'as ws:

464
Lix = word length -); sentence length

.

-01.--.
--

where wbrd le gth = percentage of words of mire than six.

letters

and sentence 14gth = average number bf words pet sentence..

1

Nelson (1977), in-tommentiAg upon the computation.of Lix notes:

Lix is not only simple:tocalculate, avoiding as it does,
mathematical formulae', ',It differS' from the English readability

measures in, two importabt ways. Firstly, it bypasses the P2oBlem
of whether to count monosyllabic wards, pb1Y4Y1Xabic words or
total syllables by including only words b*Ind a certain length;
that it is a measure which ignoreOithe linguistic rules of sylldbification
suggests thdi it is pdtentially useful across languages. Secondly,

Lix calculates the percentage of long words from 100-word samples
while sentence length is.bomputed from separate 10 sentence.samples.

1

Trialling Lix with, French and English texts,'

In the first trial of Lix o be reported here, a graduate student at
-

Flinders University, in an unpu)q shed report (Nelson 1977), tested Li
.%

with French and English textA. This was a small indeperident project undertaken



a

as part of the Diploma in Edudation and 10 books 6f fiction uped in uppe r

primary and lower secondary school were selected. The boOks, however, were.

selected be-coupe of the availability of a translation in the other lhnguage.

Some of the books were Englisli titles for which there was 'a French translation

while.others were French titles for which there was an English translation.

Samples of text were selected randomly from each book and then parallel

samples were identified in the translation.

As a test of Lix, 'indicesswere calculated for eaeh'title in both French

and Engl ish. Byornssor.lis recommended procedure,of selecting a 2000-word,

sample (made up of 20 100-word sagples) and a separate sample of-200 sente ces
. ,

(20 samples each of,10 sentences) as followed. In order to compare thes

est1Tates of reading difficulty wgth some other acceptable measure, Flesch's

Reading Ease Formdfa(Flesch 1948) was also applied over the 2000-word.

1 ,
( (Sample from each title, in both languages.- Flesch's formula was judged

.appropriate for the levels of difficulty of the texts, at least
0
as far as

English was concerned. I

The resulting correlations are of interest. Lix indices in French

correlated 0.87 with Lix indices in English ; while Flesch indices across,

languages correlated 0.90. correlation coefficients suggested that
.1

the factors being measured in French and English by these two formulae were

very similar. When Lix and Flesch were correlated over the French books,

ay.

the correlatiori was -0.80 while over the EngliOh books it was,-0.78
,e,

(the nelatiye correlations resulting because difficulty rated h igh on Lix

but low on Flesch). When remembered that the Dix sample from each book
P r

was not identical to the Flesch sample (because the former included an

additional 200 sentences), t,lipse correlations are indeed high. If Flesch

is considered to provide a valid.measure of text difficulty, then Lix would

appear to be measuring text difficulty similarly.

8
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Further irialg with German and English texts
, . .

1
. . ., / A

. .

% secqnd trialling of Lix was dndertakere for another project within
I

thb Diploma in Education at Flinders University (D'Antuqpi 1978), 'this
.,

1

time with German and English texts. From a population of 204 twentieth 1

century German works of fictiongin the University Library, 20 were randomly

selected; independent Word and sentence samples were drawn from each,

and-then these German samples were translated into English. This procedure

'of selecting text samples gor analysis was adopted in order to reduce the

variability between languages, by matching pairs of samples closely as

.possible. When translating, each Geiman sentence "was read and then the

Idea involved was expressed as accurately as possil, in English" (p.9).

As in the project by Nelson, German Lix scores were correlated with

English Lrx scores. (The Felsch formula was not applied). The correlatipn
I

for the sample of 20 novels across languages was 0.89. This high degree

of correlation is evidence that Lix is consistent across German and English.

The result is very similar to that obtained by Nelson (1977) where the

correlation of LiaLacross French and English was 0.87.
T

6

Although the correlations reported in the Nelson (1'977) and D4Antuoni

(1978) studits
r
across languages, are high, it does not follow that the

magnitude of the Lix scores in the three languages is similar. A:jight

have been expected, the mean.tix score for German, was higher than that for

English. This is because of the pattern, in German for words and morphemeb

to coalesce to form longer words, thus increasing the percentage of long

words. At the same time, sentence length is consequently decreased. The

net result,; due to the much greater difference in the percentage of. fang

words between Germa4 n and English, was "consistently higher scores for German"I
(D'Antuoni 1978, p.,11), Similarly, Nelson (1977) reported.higherIix

scores for French fiction compared with the English translations. These

9,

7,
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findings suggest that,, if Lix is to be readily interpreted ip languages

sh, then norms need to be established for Other languages
-

Analysing Greek and Englis h texts

In a third projeCt, unddrtaken as past of the Diploma in Education at

Flinders University (Alexandrou 1980), Lix was trialled with a set

children's readers (City Kidh). These are printed 0 Greek, Turkish, Italian,

and English, with a no-text edition to cater for other ethnic languages.

Alexandrou examined all 24 Greek booklets and the 24 English parallel texts

and then Lix and the Edwards.readability formula (Edwards 1977) were applied.

This latter formula is an Australian adaptation of the Spache (1953) formula,

designed for reading material in the early grades (1 13). It is based on

a list of so-called easy words, the major modifications for Australian

. -

schools being the change of American to Australian usage.(eg.,candy too loll ),

the inclusion of common words from current,AtIstralian reading series; and
.

, k

the omission` of certain less common words (eg., Indian). Before the Edwards

modified word list could be used with Greek texts, it needed to be translated
--7

into'Greerk, and this was a useful by-product of the project.

4. 4

As in the prior brialling with German and French texts Lix scores in

/ *
Greet wer4 correlated witt Lix scores in English over all books. Due to

the size of the books; the total text in each was analysed. The resulting

correlation was 0.81. The correlation for the Edwards formula across

lanqtiage, was 0.77, These correlations are only marginally lower than

those obtained between German and English And between French and Englisi

aoa

text wfiich may well be explained by the very much smaller samples
7

availablein Alexandrou's study-.

-10

41'



Mterpreting Lix

'To illustrate how LiX maybe applied inIthe classroom and how Liz'
. .

scores may be interpreted, we return to the two texts quoted at the
4',

beginning of this article: the Tax Act and the Very Bad Day. The,necessary

. n'

4
caltulhtions are. as follows:

S

1. Count for each text

(a) the total number of words,

I

(b) the number of long words 'Le:, words of more than 6 letters), and

t. (c) the number of sentences.

2. Compute word length (percentage of long words): divide (b) by (a) and

multiply by 100.

3. CompUte sentence' length (average length of 'sentences in Words): dividS

(a) by (c) .

4. Add the two values obtained in (2) and (3) and round to the nearest Apple.
4.v

number.

These calculatiorls are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Computation of Lix for two texts
(

Texts , Taal no. No. long
words words

' No. of % long Av. sentence Lix
sentences words length

Tax Act 76 . . 11 1 ' 14:5 76.0 91

Very Bad
Day 68 11 2 16.2 34.-0 . 50

' t

4
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.

The calculations above illustrate how easy Lix is to compute. The

counts are quite objective and thus inter-coder reliability is ensured.
,so
,.0

;n addition to ease of calculation, there are cgitain attractive features

as far...as interpretation of Dix-scores are concerned, which generally,do

not hOld for other readability formulae. First, the equal weighting of

word, and sentence factOrs means that the relative contribution of each of

these factors is more readily apparent,. In the two sample texts, for instance,

sentence length clearly contributed more than word length to total'Lix

score (84 per cent of Lix for.tne Income Tax text and 68 per cent of L x

for the Very Bad Day text). Sepond, the word and sentence factors are

themselves readily interpretable. Thus, the mor&length of 14.5 (Income

. Taxi means that about one in seven words is a long word; and the word

length of 16.2 (Very...Bad Day) means that every sixth word on average ip a

long word. (it may surprise that this latter text contains the higher'
f'

perc6ntage of -icing wordd. Just as the word length components'ofLix have
.

[

meaning, so do the sentence length components., In the Income Tdx text,the

sentence lengthfaotor indicates that the average sentence length is 76
.

.
.

i

words while in the second text it ave;ages 34 words. .
I

_ 0 . [

. t

There are other text factors besides those incorporated in Lix that
. . I

can make for reading difficulty. As well; factors within the redder and

purposes for which the texts are written interact with text featurek to cause

% -
a parti ar text to be eithereasy,or difficult reading. Lix, like other -

A .% .
0 ,,

%

readability Measures, provideseonly an inexact and incomplete estimate of

.
.

.

4(
difficultidifficulty.*' Its yields certain information about texts which, like ant.

r -,,t.

other information (e.g., content, form and layout), needs to be evaluated .

in

. . .

,

n text selection. .ie
t

.

N

. , BjOrnsson (1968) provided'the following table for interpreting Lix
... 'r-. J

scores (Table 2). However, it is important to note that these norms are .

-
, .

. C

1 2.

al
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a :, . ' - . ,^. :, , .

w. . . . . 4 . ' 4.: mm."
for $wedith and that, as yet, there je no similar norms for interpreting

,3, . . . .
:

i Lix scbrtis .,in other languages except, as above ,./ by. compdring, one text with
, ,., . ..« P *-. .'

k -.
:

f ,

. another: . ,. . , .,'
, ...,

1 .
.
i.-..

7 /
_14

t*

1..

.

*

o
w

.
4 '

..,7: ...

interpretlin
"*.

t.

I
4.

TABLE 2 .

lix, scoies. (Swedi,s1? text

",
Text difficulty- .11 L.7.

., .: .7 ... . 44. . ..
.

, .. ..

.. "Vex-y .easy5' ., t

.- . 4
. 4. ?.,

25 g.

Eas
it

. . ' 30
. .--

iy , ,..
--',... .

.. 35

`

..1. ,2
.

. ° MeditM1 40 4.-1 .. / 17... -
,

0

S.

,

- , .
.

ae

. ..... IItztlw,44
e

e Difficult
. ,.

I, 4.
..

50

55
.. .. .

Very difficult 60
td ":" .

/

it

.

45 -'

5'

44.
4 ...

4 1 V. V
4 ..,,

' It is important tc5 note also that the two texts illustrated above* are. . .. .. . , .. .

Yery short (one a4d two sentences iespeCtive/y) and no generalisations
. .4

. .
0 ''' 4

ought 'to be ma4e faith sampled, of this size. .The three studies reportedt , .
using Fren;h, German, Greek ,and4English.texts are also small-scale research.

. /
4 '

studies. yvertheless, there is -a consistency about the, finding that
., f

sugges t's Lix mai,be*Treeful across, languages and that Lix may be used at a

X

../ variety of levels frail young children's materials through. to secondary-. 0. .. - , /. 1

a%-level and adult texts. r. .. f
. r ..

* . * I .,4. 7, ... 1 , . . ''',. .
-

, . .4 '. ,,
.1 3. rtie. . sio) - . P4. I ; ,1 !.

lit. . l e , '''' " °
1.1.

.

1.5
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